The neurological examination of critically ill neonates is largely limited to reflexive behavior. The exam often ignores sleep-wake physiology that may reflect brain integrity and influence long-term outcomes. We assessed whether polysomnography and concurrent cerebral near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) might improve prediction of 18-month neurodevelopmental outcomes. Methods: Term newborns with suspected seizures underwent standardized neurologic examinations to generate Thompson scores and had 12-hour bedside polysomnography with concurrent cerebral NIRS. For each infant, the distribution of sleep-wake stages and electroencephalogram delta power were computed. NIRS-derived fractional tissue oxygen extraction (FTOE) was calculated across sleep-wake stages. At age 18-22 months, surviving participants were evaluated with Bayley Scales of Infant Development (Bayley-III), 3rd edition. Results: Twenty-nine participants completed Bayley-III. Increased newborn time in quiet sleep predicted worse 18-month cognitive and motor scores (robust regression models, adjusted r 2 = 0.22, p = .007, and 0.27, .004, respectively). Decreased 0.5-2 Hz electroencephalograph (EEG) power during quiet sleep predicted worse 18-month language and motor scores (adjusted r 2 = 0.25, p = .0005, and 0.33, .001, respectively). Predictive values remained significant after adjustment for neonatal Thompson scores or exposure to phenobarbital. Similarly, an attenuated difference in FTOE, between neonatal wakefulness and quiet sleep, predicted worse 18-month cognitive, language, and motor scores in adjusted analyses (each p < .05). Conclusions: These prospective, longitudinal data suggest that inefficient neonatal sleep-as quantified by increased time in quiet sleep, lower electroencephalogram delta power during that stage, and muted differences in FTOE between quiet sleep and wakefulness-may improve prediction of adverse long-term outcomes for newborns with neurological dysfunction.
INTRODUCTION
Objective measures of neurologic function for newborn infants are lacking in clinical practice and research protocols. Although sleep is a highly sophisticated brain function and is known to be critical for learning and development, [1] [2] [3] it is rarely included in the newborn clinical neurological assessment. Yet, sleep can be monitored directly and objectively with polysomnography, and patterns of brain oxygen metabolism during sleep-wake stages may be reflected by cerebral near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS).
Our initial observations from a cross-sectional study suggested that innovative, objective analyses derived from polysomnograms can provide a window on concurrent neonatal brain function for newborns who require neonatal intensive care. Specifically, increased time in quiet sleep and decreased electroencephalograph (EEG) delta-frequency power, along with lower sleep-wake entropy, were all associated with worse neonatal neurological examination scores. 4 These findings suggested that newborns with abnormal neurological function could have amplified "pressure" to generate quiet sleep. Evidence appeared to include the higher proportion of quiet sleep, perhaps because slow wave (low delta) EEG activity was less intense in this state, decreased sleep-wake state entropy, and propensity to terminate active sleep with quiet sleep rather than wakefulness or indeterminate sleep.
Neonatal sleep measures can distinguish healthy newborns from those with hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy (HIE), 5 and EEG delta power differs between newborns born small for gestational age and those with normal birth weights. 6 Those previous observations also support the hypothesis that newborn sleep may reflect brain functional integrity. Based on behavioral observations, others have reported that, for preterm infants, organization of neonatal sleep-wake cycling is associated with executive functioning and verbal IQ scores at age 5 years. 7 For older infants and children, abnormal sleep has neurocognitive consequences. Among otherwise healthy infants, parental report of frequent snoring-a sign of abnormal sleep-has been associated with measurably lower cognitive scores compared with infants who do not snore. 8 In a population-based study, parent-reported symptoms of sleep disordered breathing, even when they occurred transiently during the first year of life and then resolved, were associated with behavior challenges at ages 4-and 7-years. 9 Most of these published data relied on subjective reporting of sleep-related behaviors as predictors of neurobehavioral outcomes. We hypothesized that advanced polysomnographic analyses, beyond standard measures of
Statement of significance
In this prospective study of bedside polysomnography and near-infrared spectroscopy for newborns at risk for seizures, inefficient neonatal sleep patterns (increased proportion of quiet sleep, lower EEG power during that stage, and muted differences in brain oxygen metabolism between quiet sleep and wakefulness) were independent predictors of 18-month neurodevelopmental outcome. Neonatal sleep is a novel, independent marker of brain function and can enhance prediction of risk for neurodevelopment disability. Importantly, several innovative measures of neonatal sleep neurophysiology remained clear predictors of 18-month outcomes even after adjustment for neonatal neurological examination scores and for exposure to phenobarbital.
sleep-disordered breathing, can provide objective sleep measures that will be applicable across a range of infants at risk for neurodevelopmental disabilities.
In addition to EEG and polysomnography, neonatal neuromonitoring often includes assessment of brain oxygen metabolism through NIRS. 10 In a pilot study of concurrent polysomnography and NIRS, we reported that brain oxygen metabolism, measured by NIRS, varies across sleep-wake stages. 11 We sought to confirm this observation with a larger sample of newborns, as well as to determine whether cycling of brain oxygen metabolism across sleep-wake stages is a sign of brain health and predicts favorable long-term neurodevelopmental outcomes.
We hypothesized that among newborns who require intensive care, neonatal sleep measures can add to current standard predictors of long-term neurodevelopmental outcomes. We therefore studied measures of quiet sleep (e.g., percent time in quiet sleep and EEG delta power during that stage), variations in brain oxygen metabolism across sleep-wake stages (measured by NIRS), and a standard bedside neurological examination assessment, as possible predictors of 18-month neurodevelopmental outcomes for newborns at risk for cerebral dysfunction.
METHODS
This research was approved by our Institutional Review Board, and a parent of every participant provided written informed consent. Newborn infants (≥35 weeks gestation) who were determined clinically to be at risk for seizures, according to published guidelines, 12 were eligible for this multimodality neuromonitoring study that included conventional video EEG, cerebral NIRS, and a 12-hour full bedside polysomnogram. Preliminary analyses from some participants were presented elsewhere. 4, 11, 13 Infants were enrolled between 3/2010 and 6/2014. Exclusion criteria were as follows: confirmed or suspected genetic conditions that confer an independent risk for abnormal neurodevelopment (e.g., trisomy 21), congenital malformations that predispose to sleep-disordered breathing (e.g., micrognathia), and markedly abnormal background EEG patterns, such as burst suppression, that would preclude identification of sleep-wake cycling and confer a nearly uniform adverse neurodevelopmental outcome.
Demographic and clinical information was recorded from the medical record, and the Score for Neonatal Acute Physiology, Perinatal Extension, Version II (SNAPPE-II) was calculated. Every neonate was monitored with an attended, bedside polysomnogram in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU). Polysomnography was recorded once the infant was medically stable. Eleven patients had HIE and eight were treated with therapeutic hypothermia (three did not meet inclusion criteria for this intervention 17 due to lack of clinical encephalopathy or transfer to our NICU after 6 hours of life). In our NICU, neonates who receive therapeutic hypothermia do not receive prophylactic sedation and only those with clinical or EEG-confirmed seizures are treated with anti-seizure medications. Newborns who received therapeutic hypothermia for HIE underwent polysomnography on day of life 3 or 4 (after 72 hours of cooling). Initial analyses did not reveal major differences between neonates with HIE and patients with other diagnoses; therefore, the data were analyzed as a single sample.
In addition to a 9-channel neonatal-montage EEG, the polysomnogram included time-locked video recording, bilateral electrooculogram, chin surface EMG, chest and abdominal excursion (inductance plethysmography), nasal pressure, nasal/ oral airflow (thermocouples), snoring sensor, oxygen saturation, electrocardiogram, bilateral anterior tibialis surface EMG, and transcutaneous CO 2 . Sleep-wake stage scoring was based on combined information derived from behavioral observation and other recorded polysomnographic data, all according to standard neonatal scoring rules. 18 All polysomnograms were scored off-line by a single, experienced, registered polysomnographic technologist and reviewed by a board-certified sleep medicine physician. The technologist and physician were blinded to the infant's neurological exam and SNAPPE-II score.
For each participant, objective quantitative polysomnographic analyses were undertaken, as previously described. 4 Calculated variables included the proportion of each sleepwake stage, the entropy of the sequence of sleep-wake state transitions, and power spectra from the EEG portion of the polysomnogram (C4 → M1 channel). The Walsh spectral entropy method was employed to measure the entropy of sleep-wake transitions. 19, 20 High entropy values suggest decreased predictability of the sleep-wake pattern, whereas lower values imply more regularity in the pattern. To compute EEG power spectra, the periodogram power for each 30-second polysomnogram epoch was normalized by the total periodogram power averaged over all epochs. We used the Welch method for fast Fourier transform (FFT). 21 Finally, we also calculated the Spearman correlation between low-frequency (0.5-2 Hz) EEG power and FTOE.
Long-term follow-up assessments were offered to all study participants and consisted of a Bayley Scales of Infant Development (Bayley-III), 3rd edition, at age 18-22 months, as well as a clinical assessment by a pediatric neurologist (M.D.C.) who was blinded to the polysomnogram results. For participants who did not return for Bayley-III, a dichotomous outcome was determined from examination of the available medical records or through a telephone conversation with a parent. Favorable outcome was defined as survival to ≥18 months without severe disability. For all participants, adverse outcome was defined as death or any of the following: both Bayley-III cognitive and language scale scores <80 22 , disabling cerebral palsy (gross motor function classification scale ≥3), 23 blindness, deafness, or epilepsy. Records were independently evaluated by two pediatric neurologists and a neonatologist (R.A.S., M.D.C., and J.D.B.) to assign the dichotomous outcome and consensus was reached in all cases.
Statistical Analysis
Spearman correlations were calculated to evaluate the associations among Thompson scores, SNAPPE-II scores, and polysomnographic and NIRS data. Inspection of scatter plots ( Figure 1 ) suggested that some outliers were influential. Three children had relatively normal Thompson scores but severely abnormal Bayley-III results (cognitive scores <60). Medical record review revealed that two of these newborns had neonatal-onset epilepsy and continued to have uncontrolled seizures through the first years of life. The other had severe HIE and developed infantile spasms by 2 months of age. One additional child had a very abnormal Thompson score (16), but a normal developmental outcome (Bayley-III cognitive score 120). This infant had postnatally diagnosed posterior urethral valves and associated heart failure, and seizures related to sinovenous thrombosis, all of which resolved after neonatal urological surgery. Given these results, we used robust regression techniques that incorporate a weighting function to de-emphasize outliers via iteratively reweighted least squares. [24] [25] [26] Non-parametric rank sum tests were used to assess associations between neurophysiologic data and dichotomous outcomes.
Based on our previous results, 4,11 we designated three variables a priori as primary explanatory variables to be evaluated: time in quiet sleep, EEG delta frequency power (especially 0.5-2 Hz), and change in FTOE across sleep-wake stages. Additional associations were assessed in secondary analyses. As this was an initial investigation in this area of research, our priority was to maintain sensitivity to potential relationships; we did not adjust for multiple comparisons and p < .05 was considered significant. All calculations were performed using MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA).
RESULTS
Fifty newborns completed a polysomnogram and follow-up data were available for 40, among whom 31 had favorable outcomes and 9 had adverse outcomes. Twenty-nine completed the Bayley-III assessment. There were no differences between the demographic and clinical characteristics of patients who were lost to follow-up and those who completed the study protocol. Clinical and demographic information are presented in Table 1 .
Associations Between Neonatal Sleep Physiology and Concurrent Neurologic Status
Higher fraction of quiet sleep was associated with higher (worse) Thompson scores (rho = 0.59, p < .0001), as was decreased time in active sleep (rho = -0.39, p = .004). Lower sleep-wake stage entropy was also associated with higher (worse) Thompson scores (rho = −0.39, p = .005). There were no associations between the polysomnographic variables and gestational age.
Initial analyses revealed that EEG power in the low-delta frequency band (0.5-2 Hz) had clear associations with neurologic status, whereas higher frequencies did not. Thus, all further analyses focused on the EEG power at 0.5-2 Hz. Neonates with younger gestational ages had lower absolute EEG power at 0.5-2 Hz frequencies during quiet sleep (rho = −0.29, p = .04) and active sleep (rho = −0.34, p = .017). Lower delta power was also associated with higher (worse) Thompson scores (rho= −0.52, p = .0001; adjusted for gestational age: rho= −0.46, p = .0008). A larger difference in epoch normalized delta power between active and quiet sleep stages was also associated with higher (worse) Thompson scores (rho = 0.29, p = .04).
The median cerebral FTOE was lowest during quiet sleep (19.3%, IQR 13.1), and highest during wakefulness (22.3%, IQR 13.5) and active sleep (22.3%, IQR 13.0; Kruskal-Wallis test, p < .001). For the whole group, the absolute value of the differences in FTOE across sleep stages was small, but the magnitude of these differences varied across individuals. Within every sleep-wake stage, FTOE was lower for participants with 
Associations Between Neonatal Sleep Physiology and 18-to 22-month Outcomes
Within the limited range of the inclusion criteria (>35 weeks gestation), gestational age was not predictive of Bayley-III scores. Higher (more abnormal) neonatal Thompson scores predicted lower 18-month Bayley-III cognitive scores (model p = .001), but not motor (p = .03) or language (p = .16) scores (Table 2 ). Higher (more abnormal) SNAPPE-II scores did not predict Bayley-III scores (p > .3 for all comparisons). As temperature is part of the SNAPPE-II score, and most of the infants with HIE received therapeutic hypothermia, we re-evaluated SNAPPE-II scores after excluding points assigned for abnormal temperature. This adjusted SNAPPE-II score also did not predict Bayley-III results (p > .4 for all comparisons).
Using non-parametric tests, neither neonatal polysomnographic data nor neonatal NIRS measures were predictive of the dichotomous favorable vs. adverse outcome at age 18-22 months.
Univariate Analyses of Polysomnographic Variables
Increased time spent in neonatal quiet sleep predicted lower 18-month cognitive (p = .007), language (p = .03), and motor (p = .004) scores. Higher entropy of sleep-wake transitions was predictive of lower motor outcomes (p = .05). Diminished low frequency EEG power (0.5-2 Hz) during quiet sleep was strongly predictive of lower language (p = .0005) and motor (p = .001) scores (Table 2; Figure 2 ).
Adjusted Analyses of Polysomnographic Variables
As Thompson scores predicted Bayley-III scores at 18-month follow-up, we performed a series of bivariate analyses to determine whether polysomnographic variables predicted Bayley-III scores independently of Thompson scores. After adjusting for Thompson scores, increased percent time in neonatal quiet sleep remained predictive of lower cognitive (p = .03) and motor (p = .016) scale scores. Similarly, lower 0.5-2 Hz EEG power during neonatal quiet sleep remained predictive of worse 18-month language (p = .002) and motor (p = .003) scores. Lower correlation between low-frequency EEG power and FTOE also independently predicted worse motor outcomes (p = .008). In contrast, Thompson score was no longer an independent predictor of outcomes after adjustment for the sleep variables. We also explored the sensitivity of the univariate findings to neonatal phenobarbital exposure. Phenobarbital could have an effect on neonatal EEG or sleep-wake cycling and serves as a proxy for neonatal seizure diagnosis. After adjustment for phenobarbital exposure, increased time in quiet sleep remained independently predictive of worse Bayley-III cognitive (p = .02) Figure 2-Neonatal EEG delta power was associated with neurodevelopmental outcome. EEG power (0.5-2 Hz) varied across sleep-wake stages for a full term newborn with HIE who had normal Bayley Scales of Infant Development, 3rd edition, scores across all domains at 18 months (A). The proportion of quiet sleep was higher and the overall delta power was lower for another term newborn with HIE who had Bayley Scales of Infant Development, 3rd edition, scores <60 in all domains at 18 months (B).
and motor (p = .01) scores; lower 0.5-2 Hz delta power in quiet sleep independently predicted worse language (p = .005) and motor (p = .002) scores; and lower entropy independently predicted worse language (p = .04) and motor (p = .02) scores. After adjustment for these sleep variables, exposure to phenobarbital was not an independent predictor of any of the outcome measures except the correlation between EEG delta power and FTOE.
Univariate Analyses of Cerebral NIRS Variables
The 18-month Bayley-III cognitive, language, and motor scale scores were not predicted by mean neonatal cerebral FTOE nor the overall FTOE variability (reflected by FTOE standard deviation) during the polysomnograms (regression model p > .15 for all variables). Similarly, no association emerged between the absolute FTOE value during specific sleep-wake stages and Bayley-III scores (regression model p > .15 for all variables). However, a reduced change in FTOE between wakefulness and quiet sleep, as a proportion of FTOE in quiet sleep [(wake FTOE − quiet sleep FTOE)/quiet sleep FTOE], was associated with lower Bayley-III language and motor scores (Table 3 ; Figure 3 ).
Adjusted Analyses of Cerebral NIRS Variables
In bivariate analyses, adjusted for Thompson scores, the relative change in FTOE between wakefulness and quiet sleep was independently predictive of 18-month cognitive (p = .033), language (p = .016), and motor (p = .003) scores. Relative change in FTOE across wakefulness and quiet sleep was also an independent predictor of cognitive (p = .028), language (p = .022), and motor (0.005) scores, after adjusting for phenobarbital exposure. In these adjusted models, Thompson score remained predictive of cognitive scores, but not language or motor scores, whereas phenobarbital exposure remained predictive of cognitive and language scores, but not motor scores.
DISCUSSION
Among late-preterm and term newborns at risk for cerebral dysfunction, we demonstrate that objective measures of neonatal brain function, recorded at the bedside through polysomnography and NIRS, have the potential to improve prediction of 18-22-month neurodevelopmental outcomes. Taken together, our results suggest that inefficient quiet sleep-more time in quiet sleep, lower EEG delta power during that state, and more attenuated changes in brain oxygen metabolism between quiet sleep and wakefulness-reflects a newborn's current neurologic status in the NICU and predicts lower 18-month neurodevelopmental outcome scores. Importantly, these novel measures of brain function remained clear predictors even after adjustment for the neonatal neurological examination scores and for exposure to phenobarbital. EEG delta power has been reported to be higher in healthy term versus preterm neonates 27 and can distinguish small for gestational age (SGA) from appropriate for gestational age (AGA) term infants without cerebral dysfunction. 6 We add low-frequency EEG activity, in the 0.5-2 Hz portion of the delta spectrum, and particularly during quiet sleep, as a reflection of current neurologic status and a predictor of later motor development. An increased fraction of quiet sleep was identified, prior to the therapeutic hypothermia era, in neonates with HIE compared with healthy controls. 5 In addition, a higher quiet sleep fraction in healthy term neonates was associated with lower motor development scores at 6 months of age. 28 Our data suggest that an increased proportion of quiet sleep reflects neonatal cerebral dysfunction and independently predicts impaired neurodevelopment across all measured domains (including Bayley-III cognitive, language, and motor subscale scores).
We previously reported that cerebral NIRS data were not predictive of 18-month outcomes for a cohort of newborns treated with therapeutic hypothermia for HIE. 29 Our present results reflect that absolute values of FTOE are associated with gestational age (even across the fairly restricted range from 35 to 41 weeks gestation) and are highest during wakefulness and active sleep, but do not predict long-term outcomes. By contrast, changes in FTOE across sleep-wake stages were associated with both current neurologic exam scores and 18-month outcomes among our participants. This suggests that FTOE fluctuations may reflect normal physiologic variability during neonatal sleep-wake cycling. Of note, the rSO 2 and FTOE remained within commonly accepted normal values throughout the polysomnograms for these stable term and near-term neonates, despite their risk for seizures. It remains possible that raw NIRS data will be more predictive of long-term outcomes in other NICU sub-populations at higher risk for cerebral hypoperfusion.
Animal models have demonstrated that sleep restriction in immature animals results in altered synaptic plasticity, neuronal maturation, and subsequent behavior (summarized in Refs. ). In these models, both rapid eye movement (REM; akin to active sleep) and non-REM (quiet) sleep stages appear to be essential for normal brain development. 30 Our data suggest that for newborn infants with cerebral dysfunction, abnormalities in the quantity and quality of quiet sleep during the first days of life are most predictive of neurodevelopmental outcomes. Our study design allowed for intensive investigation of each newborn's sleep physiology. Thus, the sample size was, by necessity, limited. Not all patients required long-term clinical neurologic or neurodevelopmental follow-up, and the sample size for the 18-month Bayley-III was somewhat restricted. Despite the size of our cohort, our data reflect statistically significant associations between sleep data and outcomes after adjustment for important covariates. Importantly, despite the higher sample size of children for whom dichotomous outcomes were available, the measured neonatal sleep variables were only predictive of Bayley-III subscale scores and not overall outcomes. Longer-term follow-up of these children may reveal more subtle differences in executive functioning, as reported for older infants and children with symptoms of sleep-disordered breathing 8, 9 or immature sleep-wake transitions in the neonatal period. 7 Such analyses should include assessments of socioeconomic status, persistent health problems, and other early-life experiences that may influence long-term neurologic function.
Our aim was clinical and highly practical-to assess whether objective neonatal sleep measures can augment existing clinical predictors of neurodevelopmental outcome for newborns at risk for developmental disability. Therefore, we did not recruit a cohort of normal control infants for this study, and our data do not permit conclusions about normal versus abnormal biology. Nonetheless, the clinical utility of our results was enhanced by the inclusion of a wide range of term and late-preterm neonates who required intensive care, in order to provide data directly relevant to this important patient group.
Previous work has presented associations between EEG and sleep findings in healthy preterm infants and neurodevelopmental outcomes. Those reports, largely based on detailed analyses of 60-to 90-minute EEG studies, suggested that brain maturation differs between children born preterm versus term, even when measured in early childhood. 32 Dysmature EEG and sleep patterns are hypothesized to reflect altered brain development in preterm neonates. 33, 34 Abnormal preterm neonatal quiet sleep, as reflected by decreased EEG tracé alternant pattern during a 60-minute epoch of EEG, was previously reported to be associated with lower intelligence quotients at ages 4 months to 8 years, but this association dissipated in the setting of an attentive and enriching home environment. 35 Bedside polysomnography is resource intensive and may not yet be available in all hospitals. Although amplitude-integrated EEG (aEEG) may reflect sleep-wake cycling, 36, 37 it has never been validated against gold-standard polysomnography, and there are recognized limitations in distinguishing active sleep from wakefulness. aEEG cycling is a marker for favorable outcomes among newborns with HIE or meningitis. 36, [38] [39] [40] We hypothesize that measures of sleep-wake stage entropy may parallel aEEG cycling patterns and could provide an objective method for measurement of physiologic cyclicity. To date, however, assessment of aEEG cycling has relied on subjective interpretation of the trace in order to classify absent, immature, or mature patterns. Recent data suggest that neonatal actigraphy is feasible in preterm infants (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) weeks gestation) at term-equivalent age and could provide objective measures of sleep-wake cycling that predict attentional difficulties later in infancy. 41 Actigraphy, while a simpler approach to monitoring sleep-wake cycling, cannot provide the detailed data required for complex signal processing of neonatal sleep states. 33 We speculate that development of automated sleep-wake cycling Figure 3 -Changes in brain oxygen metabolism across sleep-wake stages were associated with neurodevelopmental outcome. Cerebral rSO 2 cycled across sleep-wake stages for a full term newborn with HIE who had normal Bayley Scales of Infant Development, 3rd edition, scores across all domains at 18 months (A). The changes across sleep-wake stages was muted for another term newborn with HIE who had quadriparetic cerebral palsy, no expressive language, and treatment-resistant epilepsy when she died at age 15 months (B).
